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Abstract. Innovative information systems such as content management
systems and information brokers are designed to organize a complex
mixture of media content – texts, images, maps, videos, . . . – and to
present it through domain specific conceptual models, for example, on
sports, stock exchange, or art history.
In this paper we extend the currently dominating computational con-
tainer models into a coherent content-concept model intended to capture
more of the meaning – thereby improving the value – of content. Inte-
grated content-concept views on entities are modeled using the notion of
assets, and the rationale of our asset language is based on arguments for
open language expressiveness [19] and dynamic system responsiveness [8].
In addition, we discuss our experiences with a component-based imple-
mentation technology which substantially simplifies the implementation
of open and dynamic asset management systems.

1 Introduction: On Content-Concept Integration

Important classes of innovative information systems such as content management
systems and information brokers are designed to organize a complex mixture of
media content – texts, images, maps, videos, . . . – and to present it through
domain specific conceptual models [6], for example, on sports, stock exchange,
or art history.

Traditional implementations of such information systems reflect this com-
plexity through their software intricacy resulting from a heterogeneous mix of
conventional database technology, various augmentations by text, image or geo
functionality (or just by blobs) and through additional organizational principles
from domain ontologies [25, 5].

In this paper we argue for a homogeneous basis for conceptual content man-
agement and present

– an integrated content-concept model – based on so-called assets [21] –,
– an asset language and its conceptual foundation [19], [8], as well as
– an implementation technology and architecture.

Our work is inventive essentially due to the following three contributions:



1. Content is always associated with its concept and represented by assets, i.e.,
content-concept-pairs. In a sense, assets generalize the notion of typed val-
ues or schema-constrained databases. Assets represent application entities,
concrete or abstract ones;

2. Asset schemata are open in the sense that users can change asset attributes
on-the-fly and any time, thus guaranteeing best correspondence with the
entity-at-hand;

3. Asset management systems are dynamic, i.e., the system implementation
changes dynamically following any on-the-fly modification of an asset schema;
this requirement demands a specific system modularization and an innova-
tive system architecture.

Our paper is structured as follows: after a short introduction of our asset
language (section 2) we discuss the essentials of open and dynamic asset-based
modeling and present an extensive example from the domain of art history (sec-
tion 3). In section 4 we argue the benefits of asset compilation and its advantages
for software system construction. The overall modularization and architecture
of asset-based information systems are presented in section 5. We conclude with
a short summary and an outlook into further applications of asset-based tech-
nology.

2 An Asset Language for Integrated Information
Management

Assets represent application entities by content-concept-pairs (fig. 1). Following
observations of [8] and others, neither content nor a conceptual model of an
entity can exist in isolation. The conceptual part is needed to explain the way
content refers to an entity. Content serves as an existential proof of the validity
of concepts.

The content facet of assets is managed through object-oriented multimedia
container technology. Assets contain handle objects referring to pieces of content.

To support expressive entity representations the concept facet is given by
three contributions:

1. characteristic values,
2. relationships between assets, and
3. rules (types, constraints, . . . ).

Characteristic values describe entities by their immanent properties. Though
the values may change one value is always assigned. Relationships between assets
describe entities by their relation to others. Such relations may be changed or – in
contrast to characteristic values – even be removed. Regular assertions describe
facts about a set of similar assets. Type and value constraints on characteristics
and relationships fall in this category.

Thus, the notion of assets follows closely the theoretical work of [19] (firstness,
secondness, thirdness) and [8] (indivisibility of content and concept).
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Fig. 1. Assets represent entities by [content | concept]-pairs

As already argued in the introduction, a conceptual content management
system has to be based on a responsive dynamic model to adequately represent
changing entities [21]. For expressive entity description and responsive domain
modeling we propose an asset language to be employed to notate individual
asset definitions and their systematics. Our asset language syntax corresponds
to modern class-based languages [1].

An alternative to such a linguistic approach would be the use of a generic
model to which the intended domain model is mapped. In this case users would
have to face all the problems implied by an on-the-fly translation between their
intended entity model and the generic model (“mentally compile and deci-
pher” [10]).

As an asset definition language the language is used to define asset classes.
The following code gives an example of an asset class definition:

class Equestrian {
content reproduction : java.awt.Image ...
concept

characteristic yearOfCreation : java.util.Calendar
characteristic medium : de.tuhh.sts.wel.Media
relationship painter : Artist
relationship epoch : Epoch
constraint epoch = painter.epoch
...

}

The body of a class definition contains two sections. Under content refer-
ences to pieces of content are defined by content handles. Their type is given
in the class definition. Valid types are defined by some object-oriented language
underlying the asset language. Currently we use Java for this purpose.



The conceptual part of entity descriptions is formalized in the concept
section. Here the contributions discussed above can be found: characteristics,
relationships, and rules.

Definitions starting with characteristic and relationship define at-
tributes which can be set for any instance of a defined class. Each of these is
identified by a name. A type for actual values or bindings is given after the
colon. In the case of characteristics this is a Java class again. In the example
shown above the standard Java class Calendar and the application-specific
class Media are used. For relationships an asset class is given which constrains
the type of assets referred to. If the class name is followed by an asterisk (“*”)
it is a many-to-many relationship binding a set of asset instances.

Constraints pose value restrictions on the attributes of all instances of one
asset class. In the above example it is defined that the epoch of the equestrian
artwork has to be the same as the epoch of the artist (if one is bound). In
constraint statements all attributes of the current class can be used plus the
attributes of bound assets.

In the example the epoch binding for the current Equestrian instance is
compared to the corresponding binding of the related Artist instance. For this
to work the asset class Artist needs to define an epoch relationship to Epoch
assets, just like Equestrian .

Possible comparators in constraint expressions test for equality (“=”), lesser
(“<”), greater (“>”), different (“#”), or similar (“∼”) values or bindings. How
the comparator is actually evaluated depends on the compared attributes’ types.
For characteristics, evaluation is done according to a Java Comparator . For re-
lationships the comparisons are mapped to set relations (equality, inclusion, . . . ).
In both cases, similarity is decided in an implementation-dependent manner (see
below). Expressions can be combined using the logical operators and , or , and
not .

Classes can be defined as subclasses of existing ones using the refines
keyword:

class MedievalEquestrian refines Equestrian {
concept constraint epoch = middleAges

}

This way definitions are inherited by the subclass. Here, a constraint on epoch
is added. Inherited definitions can be overridden.

Another way to define asset classes is by giving an extensional definition.
This is done by naming a set of asset instances which define a class. There are
two variants of the extensional class definition. The first one gives a fixed set of
instances which are the complete extent of an asset class:

class Equestrian definedby { e1, e2, e3 }

This way the asset class Equestrian is introduced as an enumeration type
with possible instances e1 , e2 , and e3 .

For the second variant the set of asset instances serves as an example for the
intended extent of the new asset class. A definition like



class Equestrian definedby ∼ { e1, e2, e3 }

defines Equestrian to be the class of all instances similar to e1 , e2 , and e3 .
To decide upon similarity, conceptual content management systems incorporate
retrieval technology [3]. The set of asset instances is used as a training set.

For the management of asset instances statements of the asset language serve
as an asset query and manipulation language. A create operation is used for
the creation of asset instances. The following is an example for the instantiation
of an Equestrian instance:

create Equestrian {
medium := de.tuhh.sts.wel.Media.STATUE
painter := rubens

}

Here, STATUEis a constant class variable of Media holding a Java object for
the media type “Statue” (singleton [12]). rubens is the name of an Artist
asset instance.

A variant of the create operation allows to name a prototype instance
instead of the set of initial bindings: create Equestrian eqProto

For updates the modify operation is used. For example, the update of an
Equestrian instance named eq1 is done by:

modify eq1 {
medium := de.tuhh.sts.wel.Media.STATUE
painter := rubens

}

A variant similar to that of create allows the naming of a prototype instance
instead of the set of new value and instance bindings: modify eq1 eqProto

The lookfor operation is used to retrieve asset instances. It searches for all
instances of a given class. As query parameters all characteristic and relationship
attributes can be constrained. An example query for Equestrian instances
which are statues by Rubens is:

lookfor Equestrian {
medium = de.tuhh.sts.wel.Media.STATUE
painter = rubens

}

Due to space limitations not all aspects of the asset language can be explained
in this section. The detailed definition of the asset language can be found in [23].

3 Asset-based Modeling: A Case for Open and Dynamic
Information Systems

Asset definitions usually depend on considerations like the state of the entities
to describe, the users’ expertise, their current task, etc. For various reasons such
influencing factors may change over time (see [8]):



– The observed entities change. Thus, their descriptions have to be adjusted.
This is true even for class definitions because in different states an entity
is described by different sets of contents, characteristics, relationships, and
constraints.

– The users’ expertise influences their information needs. Usually users are
not willing to (explicitly) provide data they do not consider interesting.
For communication with others, though, assets need to be tailored to the
receiver’s needs.

– A user can view an entity while being in different contexts, e.g., depending
on the task for which an asset is needed. Different asset definitions may be
needed when changing context.

Thus, openness and dynamics as defined in the introduction are important
properties of conceptual content management systems for a variety of reasons.

In application projects we observed that knowledge about application entities
is captured by modeling the processes in which they have been created and used.
Soft-goals like reasons, intentions, etc. of the creation of entities are recorded in
such applications (see also [29]).

In the project Warburg Electronic Library (WEL) a prototypical open dy-
namic conceptual content management system has been developed [22]. In appli-
cation projects our project partners create large numbers of assets modeling their
domain. One primary application is art history [7]. Our project partners from
art history use the WEL to pursue research in the field of Political Iconography.
For content they collect reproductions of artworks (see fig. 2(a)).

(a) Media Content for the Con-
cept “Equestrian Statue”

regent Napoleon I. : Emperor
motives mountain, alps, horse, hand

text Bonaparte, Hannibal, Carolus

reference Carolus Magnus Crossing the
Alps, Hannibal Crossing the Alps

artist Jacques-Louis David : Painter
title “Bonaparte Crossing the Alps...”

(b) Conceptual Model of one “Equestrian
Statue”

Fig. 2. Asset Facets

The conceptual part of assets records the historical events which prove that
the artifact under consideration has been used to achieve political goals. Typical



information is the creation date and location of a piece of art, relationships
to the regent ordering it and the artist who created it, relationships to other
works which are influential, information on the way it has been presented, etc.
(see fig. 2(b)). Sets of asset instances define categories which name political
phenomena. Additional constraints reveal how products of art work for political
reasons.

From a computer science perspective the WEL is an important project for
understanding the nature of conceptual content management systems. It serves
as a field study with students and scientists. The WEL has been online for several
years now [27]. Its services are used by some hundred scientists worldwide, mainly
from the humanities. In cooperation with our project partners it has been used
as an e-learning tool in several seminars during the past years.

As a research tool the WEL maintains a set of assets available to a research
community. Researchers employ openness and dynamics to model their hypothe-
ses. They can do so without interfering with others and without allowing them to
see their results. When there are valuable findings a community can choose to in-
tegrate the assets of one of its members. For this, the WEL maintains open asset
models and the corresponding asset instances on a per-user basis. Within scopes
controlled through group membership asset instances can be shared among users.

In e-learning scenarios assets are prepared as course material. The body of
asset instances is maintained for teaching purposes or, as is the case with the
WEL, research efforts being carried out. Openness is needed by both teachers
and students [ML95]. Teaching staff can select and adapt assets as teaching
material for a course to be supported. In seminars and lab classes students can
modify this material. Such a process is illustrated in fig. 3. This way, students
get hands-on experience with the definition of concepts, the validation of models,
the creation of content, etc.

4 Information System Construction by Asset Compilation

Domain experts formulate asset models using the asset language introduced in
section 2. As discussed in the previous section there is a demand for open systems
allowing the modification of existing assets. For asset management systems to
meet the openness requirement these are automatically created based on such
domain models. As part of the asset technology this is done by an asset compiler.

The compilation process bears a resemblance to modern software-engineering
approaches like Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [18]. The asset compiler cre-
ates a platform independent model from a domain model. The platform indepen-
dent model is then translated into a running software system. The translation of
domain models is described in this section. The following section concentrates
on actual implementations.

As a first step in the compilation process a data model is created from asset
definitions given in the asset language (comparable, for example, to the interface
modules of [14]). The current asset compiler uses Java as its target language. The
data model consists of Java interfaces. Additional parameterizations of standard
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Fig. 3. Open Dynamic Asset Use in the WEL for E-Learning

components are created as needed (see next section). Examples are schemata for
databases or content management systems, XML schemata, etc.

For each asset class a Java interface is created. Definitions of subclasses are
mapped to subtypes. The interfaces adhere to the JavaBeans standard [13]. Ac-
cess methods (“getter” and “setter”) are defined for characteristics and relation-
ships. Class-level (thirdness) contributions are implemented in the operations of
classes generated according to the interface definitions: constraints are mapped
to constrained properties which throw a VetoException when the constraint
is violated (see also [15]). Rules are expressed by bound properties which cause
the invocation of further methods under the condition set by a constraint.

The UML class diagram in fig. 4 gives an overview of the generated code.
The packages lifecyclemodel and implementation contain generic inter-
faces and classes which are part of the runtime environment of a conceptual
content management system. A package like some.project is generated by the
asset compiler.

The interfaces from package lifecyclemodel reflect possible states in the
life of an asset instance. They define methods which allow state transitions as
shown in the state chart in fig. 5.

Interfaces reflecting an asset model are created as subtypes of those generic
ones. In fig. 4 the interfaces shown in package some.module are created for a
defined asset class A. These introduce methods which reflect the asset classes’
characteristics, relationships, and constraints as explained above.

Not shown in fig. 4 are additional interfaces which describe the management
of asset instances:
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Fig. 4. Conceptual Class Diagram of Code Generated from Asset Definitions

– Class objects carry the asset class definitions into the data model (meta
level). They offer reflection comparable to object-oriented programming lan-
guages.

– Instances are created following the factory method pattern [12].

– Query interfaces define possible queries to retrieve assets instances. They
are equipped with methods to formulate query constraints. These constrain
methods are generated for each defined characteristic and relationship and
each comparison operator.

– For collections of asset instances iterators [12] are defined for each asset class.

The generated interfaces reflect the domain model. The abstract classes from
the implementation package shown on the right of figure 4 introduce platform
independent functionality. Classes which implement the interfaces and make use
of the abstract classes are generated by the compiler. For an example see AImpl
in package clientmodule in the class diagram. Sets of classes form modules
which make up a conceptual content management system. These are described
in the subsequent section.
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5 Modular System Architectures for Asset Management

Open modeling allows users to adjust domain models at any time. This may affect
the model of one user who wishes to change asset definitions, or the models of
a user group and one of its users, who creates a personal variant of the group’s
model.

To dynamically adapt conceptual content management systems to chang-
ing models they are recompiled at runtime. The demand for dynamics leads to
system evolution [17].

The evolution of conceptual content management systems has two aspects:

– the software needs to be modified, and
– existing asset instances need to be maintained.

Typical issues with respect to these two aspects of evolution are:

– Changes performed on behalf of individual users should not have any impact
on others. Therefore, dynamic support for system evolution must not prevent
continuous operation of the software system.

– On the one hand, assets as representations of domain entities cannot au-
tomatically be converted in general. On the other hand, manual instance
conversion is not feasible for typical amounts of asset instances.

– If a user personalizes assets for his own needs, he still will be interested in
changes applied to the original. Through awareness [11] measures he can be
informed about such changes. To be able to review the changes, access to
both the former and the current versions are needed. That is, revisions of
assets and their schemata need to be maintained.

Crucial for both aspects of evolution – software as well as asset instances –
is a modularized system architecture. On evolution steps distinguished system
modules maintain sets of asset instances created under different schemata. They
are produced by the asset compiler and dynamically added or replaced.

For our asset technology we identified a small set of module kinds of a concep-
tual content management system. The conceptual content management system
architecture supports the dynamic combination of instances of the various mod-
ule kinds. These modules share some similarities with components [26, 2] (com-
binability, statelessness, . . . ), but in contrast to these they are generated for a
concrete software system. Modules constitute the minimal compilation units of
the generated software which the compiler can add or replace.
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Fig. 6. Asset Management System Evolution Step

Figure 6 shows an example of the evolution of a user’s domain model. As-
sume that the conceptual content management system shown in fig. 6(a) is in
operation. It simply consists of one module m as the application layer and a
database as the data layer of a layered architecture. Both have been generated
according to a domain model M .

If model M is redefined to become model M ′ the system is recompiled. This
leads to the generation of additional modules which are incorporated for dynamic
system evolution. The result is shown in fig. 6(b). First note that the original
conceptual content management system is maintained as a subsystem of the new
system version. This way existing asset instances are kept intact.

In this example a second database is set up to store asset instances following
model M ′. A module m′ for accessing the database is created similar to m found
in the original conceptual content management system. Two further modules are
added to combine the two subsystems for models M and M ′. These follow the
mediator architecture [28], an important building block of the conceptual content
management system architecture. The mapping module ma serves as a wrapper
lifting assets of M to M ′ (compare [20]). Mapping issues are covered by a module
kind of its own rather than integrating it into the other kinds of modules so that
mappings can be plugged dynamically [16]. The mediation module mm reflects
M ′ in the application layer of the new system version. It routes requests to either
ma or m′. Lookups are forwarded to both these modules and the results are
unified. New asset instances are always created in m′ according to M ′. Update
requests of instances of M lead to their deletion in the subsystem for M and
their recreation in m′.



The two issues with evolution mentioned above are taken into consideration
by this approach. Preserving the existing software as part of a new system ver-
sion leaves it in continuous operation. With the mentioned update policy asset
instances are incrementally converted when needed. This way, users can perform
the task of reviewing the asset instances one by one. More sophisticated policies
might take the mediation module to batch mode when only a certain amount of
instances is left in the outdated schema.

In a similar way configurations for other functionality are set up. E.g., to
store revisions of asset instances these are maintained by distinct subsystems. A
mediation module takes care of the revision control.

The above example introduces the three most important module kinds: client
modules to access standard components managing the assets’ content and data,
mapping modules to adjust schemata, and mediation modules to glue the mod-
ules of a conceptual content management system together. These form the core
of any conceptual content management system. In addition to these, figure 7

server module

assets
content + objects

adapted assets
assets

proxies
assets

unified view
schema 1                schema 2

XML documents
assets

mediation module

distribution module

mapping module

client module

proxies
others' assets

Fig. 7. Asset Management System: Module Kinds and Architectural Overview

shows the remaining two module types. Distribution modules allow the incorpo-
ration of modules residing on different networked computers. Fig. 4 indicates two
possible implementations in package distribution : the HTTP-based trans-
mission of XML documents with a schema generated from the asset definitions
(comparable to the suggestion of [24]) and one for remote method calls using
SOAP. Server modules (not shown in fig. 4) offer the services of a conceptual
content management system following a standard protocol for use by third party
systems. One example is a server module for Web Services [4] with generated
descriptions given in the WDL [9].

6 Concluding Remarks

Our asset model abstracts and generalizes an essential part of the core experi-
ence in database design and information system development. Initial applications



demonstrate that asset-based modeling simplifies information system projects
and increases the reusability of system functionality.

The degree of open schema and dynamic system changeability is substan-
tially improved by a better understanding of the appropriate architecture and
modularization of conceptual content management systems.

In addition we expect that asset-based modeling will greatly improve typical
standard tasks in information systems administration. The very same method-
ology used for domain-specific entity modeling may also be applied to software
entities and, therefore, to information systems themselves. Typical examples
include naming and messaging services, user and rights management or visu-
alization tasks. User interfaces, for example, will benefit significantly from an
asset-based GUI model and UI description. A presentation logic which associates
assets from the application domain and the GUI realm can then be used by a
GUI engine to render such UI descriptions and exploit the dynamic openness of
asset management for user interface adaptation.
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